Abstract Most of the scientometric indicators use only the total number of citations of an article and produce a single number for scientific assessment of scholars. Although this concept is very simple to compute, it fails to show the scientific productivity and impact of scholars during a time-span or in a year. To overcome this, several time series indicators have been proposed that consider the citations from the entire research career of a scholar. However, these indicators fail to give a comparative assessment of two scholars having same or very similar index value. To overcome this shortcoming, h-index sequence was proposed to assess the impact of scholars during a particular time-span and to compare multiple scholars at a similar stage in their careers. The h-index sequence is based on the h-index formulation. One of the main issues related to the hindex is that it completely ignores the excess citation in scientific assessment; h-index sequence also exhibits a similar behaviour. To overcome these limitations, in this article, we have discussed the EM and EM -index sequence, and performed an empirical study based on yearly citation count earned from all publications of 89 scholars' publication data. The element of the EM and EM -index sequence for a given year shows the impact of a scholar for that year. We conclude that the EM and EM -index sequence could be used as an alternative metrics to asses the impact of scholars.
Introduction
The scientometrics and bibliometrics indicators play a key role in the scientific assessment of scholars and are also used in faculty promotion in colleges/universities, scientific award distribution and project funding etc. King (1987) . One of the most influential scientometrics/bibliometrics indicator h-index, proposed by Hirsch (2005) , considers productivity as well as impact of scholars. However, this indicator suffers with several drawbacks that restrict its use in comparing scholars having similar index values computed based on their entire research careers. Several studies have been done to overcome this drawback and increase the acceptability in the scientific assessment (Rousseau (2006) ; Bornmann et al. (2008) ; Rousseau and Leuven (2008) ; Alonso et al. (2009); Rosenberg (2014) ; Wildgaard et al. (2014) ). Generally, most of the indicators produced only a single number to asses the scientific impact of the entire career of the scholars. However, instead of a single number, a set of indicators seem to be more justified in this case. In this context, first Liang (2006) proposed the h-index sequence. The h-index sequence is the set of h-index values computed from yearly citation counts, where the sequence elements were computed in the reverse chronological order of the academic careers of the scholars, i.e., recent publications being considered first. However, Egghe (2009) mentioned that the calculation of sequence in the forward direction of time is more precise than the reverse direction, and it is easy to understand as well. Liu and Rousseau (2008) defined 10 different types of time series h-index sequences. Fred and Rousseau (2008) discussed the relationship between the power law model and the h-index sequence using h 4 values (discussed in Egghe's sequences). Wu et al. (2011) performed an empirical study of real career h-index sequence based on h 3 values (discussed in Egghe's sequences). Liu and Yang (2014) performed an empirical study of h-index sequence based on yearly citation performance of cumulative publications using h 2 values obtained from Egghe's sequences. The authors proposed L-sequence obtained from h 2 . However, all of the above h-index based sequences consider only the h 2 citation and completely ignore the importance of excess citation. Another issue is that they do not consider all the items in the computation of sequences, whereas the articles that are cited even once have significance in scientific assessment. To overcome this, Bihari and Tripathi (2017) proposed a new measure called EM-index and EM -index. The EM-index gives full credit to highly influential articles, whereas the EM -index considers all articles that are cited even once.
This article proposes the EM and EM -index sequence as an effective way to evaluate the scientific impact of scholars. The EM and EM -index sequence is the sum of the elements calculated using EM and EM -index formula respectively. In this article, first we discuss EM-index, EMindex and L-sequence (Sec. 2). Then we discuss the comparative empirical analysis of EM and EM -index sequence done on yearly citation count earned from all the articles in the dataset of 89 scholars used in Bihari and Tripathi (2018) . The experimental results highlight the properties of EM and EM -index sequence that reflect the overall impact of scholars. Used this way, we show that EM and EM -index sequence provide an alternative superior way to evaluate the scientific impact of scholars.
Background
The h-index, as proposed in Hirsch (2005) , is described as: "The h-index of a scholar is h if h of his/her publications have at least h citations each and the rest of the publications may have h or less citations."
This index attracted attention from the research community due to its characteristics, however, it has several limitations. In general, it seems that the most of the indicators give only a single number to show the scientific impact of scholars, but they do not differentiate between scholars having similar index values. Further, they do not take into account the career-duration of scholars. The primary limitation of h-index is that it completely ignores the excess citation (i.e., over and above h) of articles.
Example: Let 15 articles be published by scholar A with the following citation counts Cit={30, 30, 25, 22, 22, 21, 15, 15, 14, 10, 10, 10, 9, 8 , 1 }. Let 15 articles be also published by scholar B with the following citation counts cit={10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}. In both the cases, the h-index value is 10, however, the scientific impact of scholar A is more than that of scholar B because scholar A has (i) more citation counts for each article and (ii) non-zero citation counts for h-tail articles when compared to scholar B who has zero citation count for h-tail articles. This shows that h-index may not be a good measure for comparative scientific assessment of scholars because it does not give any extra credit to excess citations and h-tail articles.
To overcome this shortcoming of h-index, the EM-index was proposed by Bihari and Tripathi (2017) ; and is defined as: "The EM-index of an author is the square root of the sum of the elements of the EM-index." Here, the elements of the EM-index of an author are the h-index values computed from the h-core article citation count at multiple levels. The first element of the EM-index is the original h-index and the subsequent elements are the h-index values from the excess citation count of the h-core articles. In the previous example, if we consider the citation count of author A, the components of EM-index are {10, 6, 5, 3, 2, 2, 2} and the EM-index is 5.48. Author B has only one component of EM-index as {10} and the EM-index is 3.2. Clearly, the EM-index captures the significant difference in the scientific impact of these two authors.
The EM-index considers the impact of the excess citation count of the h-core articles, which is not considered in the h-index, but is helpful to differentiate between two different scholars having similar index values. However, the h-index and the EM-index do not consider the impact of all those articles that have been cited even once. If we look at the citation counts of author A, there are some articles having citation count equal to the h-index or less than that. However, both the hindex and the EM-index do not consider the impact of citation counts of such articles. To overcome this, a new indicator was proposed by Bihari and Tripathi (2017) named EM -index. This index is the multidimensional extension of the EM-index.
In spite of the progress so far, none of the above mentioned indices consider the career-duration of scholars, making it difficult to gauge the impact of a scholar at a particular stage of his/her career. Several articles have been published on this problem; Rousseau (2013, 2016) ; Liu and Yang (2014) and Bihari and Tripathi (2018) are the recent ones among them. Rousseau (2013, 2016 ) discussed the year based h-index that considers year wise impact of scholars based on (i) the total number of citations earned in a particular year, (ii) the total number of citations from all publications that are published in a particular year, and (iii) the total number of publications in a particular year. These year based indices still suffer with h-index limitations.
To overcome the year based h-index excess citations problem, Bihari and Tripathi (2018) proposed year based EM and EM -index. The year based indicators cover the entire career of scholars, however they do not consider the year wise impact of scholars. To overcome this issue of year based indices, Liu and Yang (2014) studied the h-index sequence and proposed a new index called L-sequence. L-sequence considers the entire research career of a scholar to determine the scientific impact. To define L-sequence, consider a scholar who has published k articles in his/her career. Let the first publication year be y 1 and the current year be y c . Then, the L-sequence of an author for n th year, denoted L n , is the h-index value computed on the basis of citation counts of all publications received in the n th year. Thus, the L-sequence of the author is
The computation of L-sequence is based on h-index, but it does not account for the impact of excess citations and the h-tail items.
From the above discussion, it can be concluded that the scientific assessment of scholars is done with the help of citations earned by all articles, however, the career-duration of scholars is not considered, which is also significant in scientific assessment. To overcome this, we propose EM and EM -index sequence, which are described next
EM-index Sequence
As discussed in the previous section (sec: 2), the year based indices consider only the total number of citations earned by all publications in a particular year to produce a single number for scientific assessment. In this process, they ignore yearly impact of scholars. Instead of a single number, a set of numbers capturing the yearly impact of scholars will be more suited to evaluate and compare the performance of scholars. To this end, we introduce EM-index sequence based on yearly citations received by all publications.
Definition of EM-index Sequence
Let the research career of a scholar span n years, publishing k articles. Let y 1 be the year in which his/her first publication is published. Let the current year be y c . The EM-index sequence element for the y th year, denoted EM y , is calculated from the citation count in y th year using the EM-index formula given in Bihari and Tripathi (2017) . Then, the EM-index sequence value is computed as the sum of all such EM-index sequence elements. Formally,
For example, consider the scientific research history and impact of author Andrew D. Jackson (Source: Web of Science) as shown in 
Empirical Study of EM-index-sequence
In this section, we present an empirical study of EM-index sequence over the h-index sequence, h-index, EM-index, EM -index and year based EM-index by citations. The study illustrates the merit of EM-index sequence in comparison to others. To do this, we have used the publication-data of 89 scholars from reference Bihari and Tripathi (2018) . Among the 89 scholars, most of them are working in scientometric and biblometrics fields of research. The h-index, EM-index, EM -index, year based EM-index by citations, h-index sequence and EM-index sequence for all 89 scholars is shown in Figure 1 . As can be seen, there is significant variation in the indices values of all scholars. Table 2 shows the corresponding EM-index sequence value for each of the 89 scholars. The EM-index sequence provides a more balanced and efficient way to assess the scientific impact of scholars. The EM-index sequence elements provide year wise scientific impact of a scholar that helps to compare the performance of scholars at a particular year of their career. In order to validate this, a comparative analysis has been made with h-index sequence as shown in Table 3 . The comparative result of h-index sequence and EM-index sequence values shows that the excess citation of articles can increase the impact of scholars, improving their rank in the group. For example:
1. Author Hirsch J.E. (Author ID=37) is ranked 5 as per the corresponding h-index sequence value of 105. His rank improves to 1 when computed as per the corresponding EM-index sequence value of 140.79. This is because the h-index sequence did not account for 4122 excess citations that helped in improving the rank computed based on EM-index sequence. 2. On the other hand, Author Ronald Rousseau (Author ID=74) is ranked 1 as per the corresponding h-index sequence value of 175. His rank reduces to 3 when computed as per the corresponding EM-index sequence value of 91.43. This is because the excess citation count of Author Ronald Rousseau, which is 1774, does not match up to the very high h-index sequence value of 175, resulting in a little bit lowering of rank computed based on EM-index sequence. 3. As an extreme example, author Marek Kosmulski (Author ID=51) is ranked 50 based on h-index sequence value of 41, whereas his rank is 20 based on EM-index sequence value of 42.35. Here, a marginal difference in the two index values affects the corresponding ranks in a major way. Here, the author has 435 excess citations.
In general, the comparative analysis between scholars has been performed based on total index value. In this case, if two scholars get the same index value, then it is very difficult to discriminate the impact of scholars. Hence, instead of a single number, a set of numbers are more suited to compare the scientific impact of two scholars. Consider one such case: Figure 2 shows the EMindex sequence component analysis of scholars, where all have very similar EM-index sequence values. As shown in Figure 2(a) , authors 78 and 42 have EM-index sequence values of 49.48 and 49.43 respectively; their career spans 12 and 18 years respectively. Even though both authors have similar EM-index sequence values, the scientific impact of author 78 is more than that of author 42 considering the latter's career so far, i.e., the first 12 years only. Figure 2 (b) compares scholars 82 (EM-index sequence value: 47.50, career span: 13 years) and 49 (EM-index sequence value: 47.42, career span: 12 years). Here both authors have similar career spans, however, as evident from the plot, author 49 has a greater scientific impact during the first half of his career, i.e., the first seven years, while scholar 82 has a greater scientific impact during the second half, i.e., the last four years. This is not evident by just looking at the EM-index sequence values of the two scholars. While EM-index sequence values are better than h-index sequence values with respect to the excess citations of h-core articles, both can be limited due to complete ignorance of the citations of h-tail articles. This is not good because some of the h-tail articles have citation count similar to the h-core articles. Such h-tail articles are obviously important, however, even the h-tail articles with lesser citations can be significant in assessing the impact of a scholar, and hence, should not be ignored. Motivated by this, reference García-Pérez (2009) proposed multidimensional hindex and Bihari and Tripathi (2017) proposed EM -index. Both the proposed indices consider all publications with non-zero citations. Next, we introduce EM -index sequence and discuss how it can be used (i) to better assess the scientific impact of a scholar, and (ii) to compare scholars with similar career spans or having equal number of publications.
EM -index sequence
Let the research career of a scholar span n years publishing k articles. Let y 1 be the first year of publications and y c be the current year. The EM -index sequence element for the y th year, denoted EM y , is computed from the citation count in the y th year using EM -index formula as given in Bihari and Tripathi (2017) ). Then, the EM -index sequence is the sum of all such EM -index sequence elements. Formally, it is defined as:
To demonstrate the effectiveness of EM -index sequence, consider the data of author Andrew D. Jackson from Table 1 . The corresponding EM -index sequence values are shown in Table 4 . The elements of EM -index sequence are 2. 24, 3.0, 3.32, 3.87, 3.46, 3.74, 4.47, 3.74, 4, 3.32 & 2.24 and the EM −index sequence value is 37.40, whereas the EM-index sequence value is 29.17. Looking at these values, one can clearly see that h-tail articles with at least one citation also have significance in assessing scientific impact of a scholar. Figure 3 shows the EM -index sequence values of all authors. Figure 4 compares EM -index sequence value, h-index sequence value and EM-index sequence value for all authors. To demonstrate the impact of tail articles in the scientific assessment of scholars, we performed a component level analysis on top 4 authors based on EM -index sequence with reference of EMindex sequence as shown in Figure 5 . Looking at Figure 5 , it is clear that the EM -index sequence gives better result than the EM-index sequence by appropriately capturing the impact of citation counts of tail articles. For example, consider Author ID-37 (see Figure 5(a) ). The author's EMindex and EM index sequence values are very much the same for the first 10 years -the same is corroborated by a very low number of citations of tail articles during these years. However, after the 10 th year, the citation count of tail articles increases significantly -making EM sequence values significantly greater than EM-index sequence values. Another extreme analysis can be seen in Figure 6 . In Figure 6 , we performed a component level analysis of authors 78 and 42 with respect to EM and EM sequences. As can be seen in Figure 6 , authors 78 & 42 have similar EM-index sequence value, however the EM -index sequence values exhibit significant difference. These two component level analyses show the impact of tail articles in scientific assessment of scholars and could be used as an effective alternative. Table 5 shows a rank-based comparison based on EM -index sequence value, h-index sequence value and EM-index sequence value. The comparative results show that the EM -index sequence gives better results than others and also one can clearly see that how the excess citation and tail articles citation count affect the scientific assessment of scholars. The result of the EM -index sequence shows the importance of tail publications' citation count. If we consider the impact of author id: 76, whose total citation count is 19841, h-core citation count: 12769, excess citation: 6312 and the h-tail citation is 760. The h-index sequence used only the h-core citation count and left a huge amount of citation count (7072), the EM-index sequence considers the h-core citation and excess citation count and left only few amount of citations (760), whereas the EM -index sequence considers overall citation count in scientific assessment. Finally, we can conclude that the excess citation of h-core and tail articles citations gives a fair contribution in scientific assessment of scholars. To find the correlation between indices, the Spearman Rank Correlation test has been performed on h-index sequence value, EM-index sequence value and EM -index sequence value. Table 6 shows the result of correlation test between indices. The result shows that all the indices are highly correlated mutually. Hence, it can be said that the proposed EM and EM index sequences are on the same path as the already established indicators.
Conclusion
The h-index sequence uses the series of h-index based on individual year citation count along with the career-span of research for scientific assessment of scholars. A set of indices values helps users to discriminate between the performance of scholars at a particular stage of their careers or their whole careers. However, the h-index sequence completely ignored the importance of excess citations. In this article, the EM-index sequence and EM -index sequence has been discussed. The EM-index and EM -index sequence values can provide a superior alternative -when compared to h-index sequence values -for assessing the scientific impact of scholars. 
